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Beyssade and Marandin (2006) present a nuanced view of conversational moves in dialogue,
arguing that speakers’ commitments are expressed grammatically by means of clause type, while
other aspects of an utterance yield speakers’ calls on addressees. Thoma’s (2016) analyzes the
pragmatic contributions of Miesbach Bavarian (MB) discourse particles in these terms, arguing in
particular that the MB particles doch and fei are used felicitously in contexts where a proposition
p is or is not understood by the speaker to be part of the common ground (CG) shared by speaker
and addressee. This paper, a textual study of Tłı̨ chǫ [ISO dgr], examines prior and following
contexts to tease out the particular function of ne, called a ‘confirmational’ in other work (Saxon
2014). (See also Welch 2016 on the left periphery in this language.) Extended context shows that
use of ne depends on a speaker’s commitment that p is part of CG, and calls on the addressee to
acknowledge that p is in CG.
The text is an authoritative Tłı̨ chǫ translation of the New Testament plus Genesis. It is well suited
to pragmatic analysis because the contexts of events in it are thoroughly understood. (Space in this
abstract precluded full glossing; two representative examples are discussed below as illustrations.)
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Eyı tł'axǫǫ̀ Jacob dıı hagòhdı: “Hòt'a
ełaehwhı ha sehòı̨hwho, secho gıts'ǫ̀ ahde ha
ne. Het got'ı̨? ̀ Efron wedèè k'e secho gıxè
sekw'ǫǫ̀ whetǫ aahłe. …”
Genesis 49:29
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Then he charged them, saying to them, “[Already
the process by which I will die has begun.] I am
about to be gathered to my people. Bury me with
my ancestors—in the cave in the field of Ephron
the Hittite, …” [NRSV]

The underlined clause in Tłı̨ chǫ translates literally as ‘I will go to my ancestors ne’. The preceding
sentence is not present in the NRSV translation of Genesis; I have provided a free translation in
square brackets. In this example, the speaker knows that he is about to die, and he knows that p is
in CG, having just said it. In asking them to bury him with his ancestors, he is calling upon them
to acknowledge p as being in CG, as motivation for fulfilling his request.
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Įłàà, to Paul wenazhıı xègoèht’ı̨̀ t’à gots’ǫ̀
K’àowo yets’ǫ̀ gode, hayèhdı, “Nı̨ıj̨ ı̨-le, ı̨łaà dǫ
gıts’ǫ̀ goı̨de ghǫ naąt’e-le. 10Nexè aht’ı̨ ne.
[…]” yèhdı.
Acts 18:9-10
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One night the Lord said to Paul in a vision, “Do
not be afraid, but speak and do not be silent; 10 for
I am with you […]” [NRSV]

This example is similar in that the Lord, speaking to Jesus’ disciple Paul, with ne draws attention
to the underlined clause as being in CG, and calls on Paul to acknowledge this shared
understanding. As in the first example, the call on the addressee is made evident in context: Paul
is to use this understanding as motivation to heed the Lord’s words. Many examples in the corpus
have this character: p expresses information that might inform a course of action. Its relevance to
the course of action is brought to the addressee’s attention by ne: the call to acknowledge p as CG.
Descriptions of ne as a confirmational is not at odds with the approach here, as an addressee’s
acknowledgement of p in CG entails a confirmation of p. This study, like those of Heim et al 2016,
Lam 2014, Thoma 2016, Wiltschko and Heim 2016, and Yang and Wiltschko 2016, show that,
crosslinguistically, speakers’ commitments, CG, and calls on addressees contribute to the felicity
conditions for “confirmationals” and other categories of discourse particles.
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